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are not worth a fraction of the means of loving-kindness
and compassion. The secret of his success is, in a word,
his love. If he did not know the God of love he at any rate
embodied His spirit. And when after a ministry of forty
years he died in 483 b.c., he left a group of men and
women filled with devotion to his person and faith in his
teaching. The inspiring person of the Buddha—this is the
original thing in Buddhism. His magnetism was such
that men were converted in many cases long before their
reasons can have been satisfied, and such was his insight
into human hearts that we find him adapting his method
with so sure a touch as to win the title 'Physician*, and
with so much love that even when he used the knife his
patients loved him no less devotedly. They found in him
one who was intensely interested in them, never impatient,
and in whom was no respect of persons. The poor sweeper
Sunita, who had seen him moving serene and majestic
amongst kings and nobles, adored the courtesy with which
he smiled as he greeted him, and to the humblest he gave
of his best, sometimes discerning beneath rags and sores
a mind ready 'as a clean and spotless robe for the dye','
and only waiting for the right word to be numbered among
the saints. Men respected the fearless teacher who re-
defined so many of their religious and social catchwords,
and who set up a new religious democracy in which worth
rather than birth was the standard, and in which liberty
was sanely tempered and controlled by law.
Here was a new and reasonable way, which had
nothing of priestcraft and yet gave access to divine truth,
which cut at the roots of religiosity, and yet kept much of
the mystery and glamour of religion, which struck a sane
balance between austerity and worldliness, between
scepticism and credulity, and between self-culture and
altruism. Here, above all, was an authentic voice speaking
of the things of real experience, however ineffable, and
a contagious joy, quiet yet unmistakable, amid the charla*
tans and sophists of the day, who told men the way to
Nirvana, but without conviction or enthusiasm, and who

